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Brits Bogged Down!
British forces are still held down
in the southern regions of Caen,
bogged down in the Bocage in a
fierce stalemate with SS Panzer
forces.
The German tank division is
fighting with a fanatical frenzy,
repelling any attempts to take

further ground.
Although German forces had
seemed to be retreating beyond
the Seine, it seems reconnaissance had failed to uncover the
full extent of Hitler’s forces still
embedded in the region.

The 1st Canadian Army is also
heavily involved in this conflict,
having suffered extraordinary
levels of casualties.
The British effort, though instrumental to the success of the
American effort, nevertheless
exists in the shadow of our ally’s
own advance, whose progress has
been substantial. Operation Cobra
has made a remarkable impact on
the enemy’s territorial holdings.
It is hoped that with the threat of
a flanking manoeuvre from the
Americans, German forces will
be forced to pull back, and finally
allow for a successful Commonwealth push forwards.

Another Sub Sank!
Another German U-Boat has been
sank, west of St. Nazaire in the
Bay of Biscay.
H.M.S Loch Killin sighted the
German sub’s periscope, as it was
fired upon by a torpedo.
Fortunately the speedy reaction
of the crew in deploying depth
charges resulted in catastrophic damage to the U-Boat, whilst
simultaneously neutralising the
threat of the launched torpedo.
The resultant damage forced the
surfacing of the sub, and in a
bizarre turn, the two vessels ended up bound together for several
minutes.
A number of bewildered German
sailors found themselves aboard
the deck of the Loch Killin,
though a number went down with
the sinking submarine.
These prisoners are now on their
way back to England whilst
H.M.S Lock Killin continues its
patrol.

Glider Assault
at Vercors!
Fierce fighting at the Vercors Massif
has flushed out encamped Maquis
fighters. An unprecedented surge of
German troops descended in Gliders, whilst below, columns of troops
ascended the main access road.
The beleaguered French resistance
fighters fought passionately, though
ultimately against the overwhelming odds, they could not persevere. It
is unknown at this time how many
Frenchman survived the assault.
Encamped on a series of forested
plateaus, the Resistance had thought
the Massif (nicknamed ‘The Fortress’)
an impregnable stronghold.

Mrs E Carlysle’s Recipe
for Making Do:
Ingredients

Method

•

Pre-heat the oven to
200 C (400 F) or Gas
Mark 6.

•
•
•
•
•
•

1 oz of margarine/butter or
dripping
1 lb sausages
5 oz plain flour
pinch salt
1 tablespoon
dried egg powder
2 tablespoons
water
1/2 pint of milk
or milk and
water

Put the cooking fat
into a Yorkshire pudding tin and place in
oven for 5 minutes,
add the sausages
and toss in fat and
cook for a further 5
minutes or so.
Raise the temp to
220 C (425 F) or Gas
Mark 7
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Blend the ingredients
for the batter together (dry ingredients
first and then slowly
mix in the water/
milk)
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Pour the batter
over the piping hot
sausages and bake
for 30 minutes until
well risen and golden
brown
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Remove and serve
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Science is a wonderful thing
if one does not have to earn
one’s living at it.

